LEMMA 1. If D is a disk, f is a map from D into
(1) g(x) e KJ^iD.ifx^D-C, ( 
2) g(x) =f(x)ifx e a
Proof. This follows from the Tietze Extension Theorem as indicated in (2, Lemma 1). THEOREM 
// a 2-sphere S in E z is locally spherical and E z -S is simply connected, then S is tame.
Proof. We show that each complementary domain of S is 1-ULC (uniformly locally simply connected) and use Bing's (1) characterization of tame spheres. Suppose that e > 0; then we may cover S U Int 5 with interiors of 2-spheres as follows:
(1) if p Ç Int S, there is a 2-sphere S' such that p € Int S', S' C Int S, and Diam S' < e, (2) if p G S, there is a 2-sphere S' such that p 6 Int S', S Pi S' is a continuum, and Diam S' < e. In each case, Diam CI (Int S') < e, thus Int S is 1-ULC. Similarly, the exterior of 5 is 1-ULC. Loveland has shown, in the proof of (4, Lemma 1), that there is a component R/ of Si -S such that CI R/ separates R t from/ 0 (Bd D) in Cl (Int S). We assume that S Ç£_ fo (D) and that the subscripts on the S t 's have been chosen so that 5i P\ S is not a subset of fo(D). Consequently, since Si C\ S is irreducible with respect to separating S> the components oîfo(D) C\ Si C\ S do not separate S; furthermore, we have Bd Ri = Bd Ri = Si P\ S. Applying the techniques of the topology of E 2 , we cover fo(D) Pi Bd Ri with the interiors of a finite collection {Z>4?=iof disjoint disks in 5 such that U?=i£>* C U"=2^*. Let 6 be a point of 5i -CI JKI\ Since the components oifo(D) C\ Bd Ri do not separate Si, we can cover fo(D) P\ Bd R± with the interiors of a finite collection {E^}* = i of disjoint disks in Si so that (UÎ-i£<) H S C U?=i^t and e g (U*-i-E<).
Since A = (/ 0 (J3)nClJî/) -U* = i IntE* is a compact subset of Ri, there is a disk E in i?/ which contains A in its interior. We assume, without loss of generality, thatBd£and UÎ-iBdE i are in general position so that E U (Ui = i£<) = ^ is a disk with a finite number of holes. Note that F P S C U?=i-D*, /o(2?) P CI J?/ C Int F, F C Si, and « g /?
We now adjust F so that it becomes a disk. Let iJ be the component of Si -F that contains e and suppose that there is another component K of Si-F.HKHS = id, then adjust F by adding K to it. If if Pi S ^ 0, then, since S P Si is the boundary of each component of Si -S,K intersects the component, L, of Si -S that contains e. Let q be a point oî K C\ L and #£ an arc from qto ein L that is in general position with Bd F. Let b be that last point of qe C\BdK and c the first point of be P (Bd F -Bd K). Fis now adjusted by thickening the arc be slightly and subtracting this open neighbourhood of be from F. In each case, the adjusted F has one less hole than F. This process is continued until all holes have been eliminated. If G is the resulting disk, then
We now adjust the map f 0 in two steps to obtain map fi. Repeating the above procedure we obtain, inductively, maps/ 2 , . . • , f n from D into CI (Int 5) such that /,|Bd D =/ and f t (D) P S C U* = *+i^. The map/" is an extension of / over D such that/""(£>) C Int S.
